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1. Executive Summary
The purpose of a Community Consultation Committee (CCC) is to provide an
independent forum for consultation between the community and representatives of
major, state significant projects.
The Lindfield Learning Village CCC commenced meetings in 2021. The CCC is a
requirement of Condition of Approval D36 of the project approval for the Lindfield
Learning Village Phase 2 and 4, a State Significant Development.
The Condition states:
D36. Pr or to the commencement of operat on, a Commun ty Consu tat ve Comm ttee (CCC)
must be estab shed for the deve opment n accordance w th the Department's Commun ty
Consu tat ve Comm ttee Gu de ne: State S gn f cant Projects (January 2019). The CCC must
beg n to exerc se funct ons n accordance w th such Gu de ne before the commencement of
operat on of Phase 2 and cont nue to do so for a per od of three years after the commencement
of operat on of the f na stage of operat on or other t meframe agreed by the P ann ng
Secretary.
Notes
•
•

The CCC is an advisory committee only
n accordance with the Guidelines the Committee should comprise an independent chair and
appropriate representation from the Applicant Council relevant transport agencies and the local
community

By April 2022, when all phases of the project were complete, and the Schools
Infrastructure NSW (SINSW) project team had left the site, it was noted that no new key
issues had been identified in the final Phases 2 and 3 that would have the potential to
cause major economic, social or environmental impacts. As such, the Department of
Planning and Environment reconsidered the three year mandatory timeline for the
Operations CCC in accordance with Condition D36, and agreed that the CCC could
cease operations after 28 April 2022.
Accordingly, the meeting of 28 April 2022 was the final meeting of the CCC.

2. CCC activities in 2022
•

•

Two meetings of the CCC were held in the reporting period, viz:
•

Meeting 5: 24 February 2022 (online due to Covid-19 precautions)

•

Meeting 6: 28 April 2022 (final meeting, online).

Attendance at meetings:
•

Members have been diligent in attending as many meetings as possible,
despite some technical difficulties following the transition to an online
format.
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\

Topic
Action: Community members asked to sight the acoustic testing report so as to clarify the
type of acoustic testing that was undertaken. SINSW to provide if possible.
Post Meeting Note: The attached memorandum, completed by White Noise Acoustics
11 October 2021, outlines the results of the onsite acoustic compliance survey of the
mechanical rooftop plant installed within Stage 2 of the Lindfield Learning Village. The
Memorandum concludes that based on the results of the noise testing the operation of the
mechanical plant and equipment is compliant with the projects Conditions of Consent and
also compliant with the noise emission requirements of the NSW EPA’s Noise Policy for
Industry 2017. In addition to the report the acoustic consultant noted that any noise
resulting from tonal noise caused by the operation of the equipment were found to be
within the acceptable requirements of the Conditions of Consent and the EPA’s NPfI.
Furthermore, tonal testing of noise the noise character of noise is not required to be
included in compliance testing - providing assessment of tonality and repetitive noise is
included in the assessment of noise emission, which has been included in the compliance
testing undertaken by White Noise Acoustics.
A Modification application to relocate the rooftop plan and install a screen for additional
acoustic and visual properties has been approved with works scheduled to commence in
the April school holiday. Following this work the acoustic consultant will retest the noise
emissions for compliance and this report will be made available to the CCC.
2. Declaration of interests
The Chair invited a declaration of interests, but no interests were required to be declared.
3. Project and operational update
Ms Serrao provided an update on project progress, confirming that the all phases of the
school construction were now complete, with ongoing work related to:
•
•

Defect rectification and minor modifictions.
Implementation of the Pacific Highway upgrade – specifically delivery of an additional
lane that is required to serve school related traffic. This work is scheduled to start Q2 ,
and proceed for three months, largely at night so as not to disrupt daytime traffic.
Community representatives expressed thanks for this matter being actioned.

Ms Smithers noted that from an operational point of view, student enrolments were now 719,
although actual numbers in attendance were fluctuating due to Covid affecting children and
families.
The following matters were discussed:
•

Safety for children and pedestrians at pedestrian crossings and in locations where
parents drop-off and pick-up. This matter is of significant concern for the school parent
group as well as for community representatives.
Ms Smithers noted that the school was aware of the problem and was implementing the
Green Travel Plan to attempt to reduce vehicle traffic, but that there had been problems
with buses as well as obtaining TfNSW resourcing for a ‘Lollipop person’ to assist with
managing traffic safely.
In addition, the SINSW Traffic Coordinator continues to be in place to assist with traffic
matters.
Action: The matter to be included on the agenda for the next meeting. Updates to be
provided for CCC members inter-session when possible. Traffic Coordinator to be
invited to the next CCC meeting.

•

Ms Smithers noted that additional public buses were now serving the site,however the
areas of Chatswood, West Pymble and Lane Cover remain under-serviced. This is of
some concern to the school parent community.
Action: Update as above and Traffic Coordinator to be invited to the next CCC meeting.

•

Role of the CCC going forward as construction was now complete. The Chair observed
that the CCC is a Condition of Approval which is worded as follows:

School Infrastructure NSW | Lindfield Learning Village
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